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A lexBFS Algorithm for Proper Interval GraphRecognitionCelina M. Herrera de Figueiredo� Jo~ao MeidanisyC�elia Picinin de MellozAbstractInterval graphs are the intersection graphs of families of inter-vals in the real line. If the intervals can be chosen so that nointerval contains another, we obtain the subclass of proper intervalgraphs. In this paper, we show how to recognize proper intervalgraphs with one lexBFS. This algorithm runs in linear time, andproduces as a by-product the clique partition of the input graph.1 IntroductionInterval graphs, which are the intersection graphs of families of intervalsin the real line, have countless applications and have been extensivelystudied since their inception [4]. If the intervals can be chosen so that nointerval contains another, we obtain precisely the class of interval graphsthat do not contain a forbidden induced subgraph [10]. Such graphs arecalled accordingly proper interval graphs. The names indi�erence graph�Universidade Federal do Rio de Janeiro, Instituto de Matem�atica, Caixa Postal68530, 21944 Rio de Janeiro, RJ, Brasil.yUniversidade Estadual de Campinas, Departamento de Ciência da Computa�c~ao,Caixa Postal 6065, 13081-970 Campinas, SP, Brasil.zUniversidade Estadual de Campinas, Departamento de Ciência da Computa�c~ao,Caixa Postal 6065, 13081-970 Campinas, SP, Brasil.1



and time graph are also used in the literature as synonyms of properinterval graph, and illustrate some of the several applications involvingthis subclass [10, 6].The �rst linear-time algorithm for interval graph recognition ap-peared in 1975 [1]. This algorithm starts by determining the maximalcliques of the graph and then tries to �nd a particular kind of orderingof the maximal cliques which characterizes interval graphs (see Section2 for details on this ordering). The maximal cliques of an interval graphcan be found in linear time using a lexicographic breadth-�rst search(lexBFS). Special structures called PQ-trees are then used to �nd thecorrect clique orderings. However, in contrast with the nice theoreti-cal appeal of PQ-trees, their manipulation is cumbersome, leading tointricate algorithms.In 1989, Korte and M�ohring introduced their MPQ-trees, a modi-�ed version of the original PQ-trees, and gave a simpler, incrementalalgorithm for interval graph recognition, still running in linear time [7].More recently, in 1991, K. Simon presented an intriguing algorithm,in which four iterations of lexBFS su�ce to recognize interval graphs[13]. No PQ-trees or related structures are needed. This is a hint thatlexBFS may in fact be much more powerful than previously thought.It is known that one run of lexBFS is enough to recognize triangulatedgraphs [12]. Simon's work proves that we can recognize interval graphswith four lexBFS's. In this paper, we show how to recognize properinterval graphs with one lexBFS. Our recognition algorithm for properinterval graphs runs in linear time, and requires an additional traversalof the graph after the lexBFS to check for speci�c conditions, but doesnot involve PQ-trees or MPQ-trees.Although we are not aware of any published explicit recognition al-gorithm for proper interval graphs, we remark that it is possible to useBooth and Lueker's test of the consecutive ones property to solve theproblem, due to the following interesting fact. If M is the vertices �maximal cliques incidence matrix for a graph G, then G is an intervalgraph if and only if M has the consecutive ones property for columnsand G is a proper interval graph if and only if M has the consecutive2



ones property for lines.However, this method has all the problems associated with the use ofPQ-trees. The algorithm we present here uses a much simpler structure,which resembles the one used in lexBFS itself. The vertices are addedto this structure in the order they are visited by the lexBFS, an idea al-ready present in the MPQ-tree algorithm [7]. In addition, our algorithmproduces as a by-product the clique partition (see section 2) of the inputgraph.The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we givethe basic de�nitions and notations used throughout. Section 3 containsan informal description of the algorithm, followed by a detailed one inSection 4. A proof of correctness is presented in Section 5, and im-plementation issues are discussed in Section 6. Finally, our concludingremarks and plans for future work appear in Section 7.2 De�nitions and NotationsIn this paper, G denotes an undirected, �nite, connected graph. V (G)and E(G) are the vertex and edge sets of G, respectively. A graph Gis a trivial graph if j V (G) j= 1. A clique is a set of vertices pairwiseadjacent in G. A maximal clique of G is a clique not properly containedin any other clique. For V 0 � V (G), we denote by G[V 0] the subgraphinduced by V 0, that is, the vertex set of G[V 0] is V 0 and the edge set ofG[V 0] consists of those edges of G having both ends in V 0.For each vertex v of a graph G, Adj(v) denotes the set of verticeswhich are adjacent to v. In addition, N(v) denotes the neighborhood ofv, that is, N(v) = Adj(v)[ fvg. We extend the domain of N to subsetsV 0 of V (G) by making N(V 0) = [v2V 0N(v).Let C = fC1; :::; C`g be the set of maximal cliques of G and Y � C.The ` maximal cliques of G induce a partition on the vertex set V (G)of G, called the clique partition of G, whose elements are the non-emptysets VY de�ned as: VY = \C2Y C n [C2CnY C3



uAAAAAAt������uAAAAAAt������ua e dcbFigure 1: Two maximal cliques.Thus, VY denotes the subset of V (G) formed by the vertices belongingexactly to the maximal cliques of Y . Each v 2 V (G) belongs to exactlyone subset VY . Figure 1 illustrates a graph with two maximal cliquesC1 = fa; b; eg and C2 = fc; d; eg. Then VfC1g = fa; bg, VfC2g = fc; dgand VfC1;C2g = feg.Two adjacent vertices v, w are twins when N(v) = N(w). Thefollowing observation is immediate.Observation 1 Two vertices are twins if and only if they belong to thesame element of the clique partition.A graph is reduced if no two distinct vertices are twins. The reducedgraph G0 of a graph G is the graph obtained from G by collapsing eachset of twins into a single vertex and removing possible resulting paralleledges and loops.A graph is interval if it is the intersection graph of a set of intervalsof the real line. Moreover, if unitary intervals can be taken, then thegraph is called unitary interval, proper interval or indi�erence. We shalladopt the latter.Interval graphs are precisely those which admit a linear order on theset of maximal cliques such that the maximal cliques containing the samevertex are consecutive [2]. A clique that can appear as the �rst (or thelast) clique in such an order will be called an outer clique.4



Indi�erence graphs too can be characterized by a linear order: theirvertices can be linearly ordered such that the vertices contained in thesame clique are consecutive [11], [8]. We shall call such an order indif-ference order. We remark that this order is not unique in general. Forinstance, the reverse order is also an indi�erence order. If the graph isreduced, then there are at most two indi�erence orders [11].Another characterization of indi�erence graphs shows they are in-terval graphs that do not admit K1;3 as an induced subgraph [10] (seeFigure 2). t ttt�� @ @Figure 2: K1;3 is forbidden in indi�erence graphs.A vertex v is simplicial whenN(v) is a clique. In addition, for intervalgraphs, a vertex v is external simplicial when N(v) is an outer clique.In an indi�erence graph, external simplicial vertices are exactly thosewhich can start (or end) an indi�erence order.A lexicographic breadth-�rst search (lexBFS) is a breadth-�rst searchprocedure with the additional rule that vertices with earlier visited neigh-bors are preferred. Following Korte and M�ohring [7], we say that v; w 2V (G) disagree on u 2 V (G) if one of them is adjacent to u, but notboth. Then lexBFS produces an ordering (v1; : : : ; vn) of V (G) with theproperty:If there is some vi on which vj ; vk with i < j < k disagree,then the leftmost vertex on which they disagree is adjacentto vj .A graph is triangulated or chordal when it does not contain inducedcycles of length greater than three. Every interval graph is triangu-lated [3]. 5



The classical triangulated graph recognition algorithm uses one lex-BFS to linearly order the vertices of the graph [12]. We call this order asimplicial order as it satis�es: vi is a simplicial vertex in G[v1; : : : ; vi].3 Informal description of the algorithmThe algorithm works by trying to construct an indi�erence order for theinput graph. It will succeed if and only if the graph is an indi�erencegraph.The starting point for this algorithm is the observation that a lexBFSin an indi�erence graph always ends in an external simplicial vertex (seeSection 5 for a proof). Thus, the idea is to remove this last vertex (call itv), perform a recursive call with the remaining graph, and then includev in the indi�erence order returned. Since v is external simplicial, thereare only two possibilities: it goes either in the beginning or in the endof the returned order. If v is not adjacent to either extreme, or if therecursive call rejects, the algorithm rejects.Furthermore, since a lexBFS ordering without its last vertex is stilla lexBFS on the graph without this vertex, a single lexBFS run can beused throughout the whole process.Unfortunately, this simple scheme does not work because there are,in general, many indi�erence orders for a given graph. If the wrongone is returned, the algorithm will reject a good graph. As an example,consider the graph G depicted in Figure 3. There are two indi�erenceorders for G n fvg. Only one of them permits the placement of v besidesits only neighbor y. In the other order, y is \hidden" by the other nodes,so the algorithm will incorrectly report that G is not an indi�erencegraph.To overcome this problem, we work on the reduced graph, where theindi�erence order is unique (except for its reverse) [11]. As a by-product, the algorithm constructs the reduced graph of G, by giving the cliquepartition of G, and an indi�erence order for it. This reduced indi�erenceorder can be seen as a compact representation of all indi�erence ordersfor G. The details of this procedure are described in the next section.6
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 J J Jszu x y vG indi�erence orders for G� v:lexBFS ordering: u x y z v.u x z y.u x y z.Figure 3: The na��ve algorithm fails to recognize this indi�erence graph.4 The algorithmThe input for our algorithm is a graph G(V;E), and the output is avariable indif which is true if the graph is an indi�erence graph andfalse otherwise. If the algorithm terminates with indif = true, then avariable P stores an indi�erence order for the reduced graph of G.The algorithm considers the vertex set of G ordered according to alexBFS, (v1; : : : ; vn). It builds a sequence of induced graphs of G, de�nedby Gi = G[v1; : : : ; vi]. For each value of i, either the indi�erence orderfor the reduced graph G0i of Gi is built or the value of the variable indifis changed to false and the algorithm stops.In our description, we repeatedly use the notation Adj(i; v) to meanAdj(v) \ fv1; : : : ; vig and also N(i; v) = N(v) \ fv1; : : : ; vig, with anextended notation for sets.Notice that the recursion mentioned in Section 3 was replaced by anequivalent iterative statement (while loop). The algorithm appears inFigure 4.5 Proof of correctnessIn this section we will be consistent with the notation used in the algo-rithm as much as possible. 7



Indif(G)Let (v1; : : : ; vn) be a lexBFS order on G;Initialize: P  � (fv1g); indif  � true; i � 1;while i < n and indif dov  � vi+1;Let P = (A1; : : : ; Al); = ? P is the indi�erence order for G0i ? =if Adj(i; v)\ A1 6= ; thenTake j as the minimum index such that Adj(i; v)� A1 [ � � � [Aj ;if (Aj \N(i; A1) = ;) or (A1 [ � � � [ Aj�1 6� Adj(i; v)) thenindif  � false;if Aj � Adj(i; v) thenif 9 w 2 A1 with N(i; v) = N(i; w) thenP  � (A1 [ fvg; A2; : : : ; Al)else P  � (fvg; A1; : : : ; Al)else P  � (fvg; A1; : : : ; Aj�1; B; C; : : :; Al)with B = Aj \Adj(i; v) and C = Aj nAdj(i; v)else = ? Adj(i; v)\A1 = ; ? =Take j as the maximum index such that Adj(i; v)� Aj [ � � � [Al;if (Aj \N(i; Al) = ;) or (Aj+1 [ � � � [Al 6� Adj(i; v)) thenindif  � false;if Aj � Adj(i; v) thenif 9 w 2 Al with N(i; v) = N(i; w) thenP  � (A1; A2; : : : ; Al [ fvg)else P  � (A1; : : : ; Al; fvg)else P  � (A1; : : : ; Aj�1; C; B; : : :; Al; fvg)with B = Aj \Adj(i; v) and C = Aj nAdj(i; v)i � i+ 1;return indifFigure 4: Our lexBFS Algorithm for Indi�erence Graph Recognition.8



The following results imply that vi+1 is an external simplicial vertexof Gi+1.Lemma 1 Let G be an indi�erence graph, (v1; : : : ; vn) a lexBFS order-ing of its vertices, Gi = G[v1; : : : ; vi], v = vi+1, Adj(i; v) and A1; : : : ; Alas in the algorithm. Then either Adj(i; v)\A1 6= ; or Adj(i; v)\Al 6= ;.Proof: By Theorem 3.3 of [7], Adj(i; v) is contained in an outer cliqueof Gi. This is true for any interval graph. Since Gi is an indi�erencegraph, there are just two outer cliques, N(i; A1) and N(i; Al). Moreover,when Adj(i; v)� N(i; A1) then Adj(i; v)\A1 6= ; and when Adj(i; v)�N(i; Al) then Adj(i; v)\ Al 6= ;. We shall prove the former implicationin the sequel (the other one is analogous).If Adj(i; v)\A1 = ;, let a1 be any vertex of A1 and w be any elementof Adj(i; v). Since Adj(i; v)� N(i; A1), w and a1 are adjacent, but onlyw is adjacent to v. Furthermore, Adj(i; w) 6� N(i; A1) because w and a1are not twins. Now taking any element z 2 Adj(i; w)nN(i; A1) we havethat Gi[w; v; a1; z] is isomorphic to K1;3, contradicting the fact that Giis an indi�erence graph. Hence, Adj(i; v) must meet A1. 2Lemma 2 Let (v1; : : : ; vn) be a lexBFS order on an indi�erence graphG. For all subgraphs Gi = G[v1; : : : ; vi], an indi�erence order (A1; : : : ;An) on the reduced graph G0i satis�es, for v = vi+1:i. If Adj(i; v) \ A1 6= ;, then, for j the minimum index such thatAdj(i; v)� A1[ � � �[Aj, we have Aj \N(i; A1) 6= ; and A1 [ � � �[Aj�1 � Adj(i; v).ii. If Adj(i; v) \ Al 6= ;, then, for j the maximum index such thatAdj(i; v) � Aj [ � � � [ Al, we have Aj \ N(i; Al) 6= ; and Aj+1 [� � � [ Al � Adj(i; v).Proof: We shall only prove Statement i here. Statement ii can be provedanalogously, or by reasoning with the reverse indi�erence order.9



Since Adj(i; v)\A1 6= ;, take a1 2 Adj(i; v)\A1. By the minimalityof j, there is also aj 2 Adj(i; v)\Aj. If Aj\N(i; A1) = ;, v would not bea simplicial vertex in Gi+1, because a1 and aj would be two nonadjacentvertices in Adj(i+ 1; v). Therefore, Aj \N(i; A1) 6= ;.We shall now show that A1 [ � � �Aj�1 � Adj(i; v). If j = 1, this isimmediate, since the left-hand side is empty. For j > 1, assume for amoment that the inclusion does not hold, and take w 2 (A1 [ � � �Aj�1) nAdj(i; v). Notice that aj is adjacent to w, because both belong to theclique N(i; A1). However, being in distinct classes, they are not twinsin Gi. It follows that there is either an element adjacent to w but notto aj , or an element adjacent to aj but not to w. The �rst case mustbe excluded since such an element would necessarily be in a class tothe left of w in the indi�erence order, and aj meets all classes down toA1. Hence, there is z 2 Adj(i; aj) nAdj(i; w). But then G[aj ; v; w; z] isisomorphic to K1;3, a contradiction. 2The following theorem proves the correctness of our algorithm.Theorem 1 The algorithm returns indif = true if and only if G is anindi�erence graph.Proof: Suppose G is an indi�erence graph. Then, by Lemmas 1 and 2,all computation paths which assign false to indif are avoided. Since indifstarts out with the value true, it keeps this value until the end.Conversely, suppose that the algorithm returns indif = true. Weshall prove the following invariant of the while loop.Claim: Each time the while test is done, if the variable indif hasvalue true, then P = (A1; : : : ; Al) is an indi�erence order for reducedgraph G0i, i.e., Gi is an indi�erence graph.For i = 1 this is obvious, since G1 is a trivial graph and P = (fv1g).Consider now the i-th iteration of the loop.Let P = (A1; : : : ; Al) be the indi�erence order for reduced graph ofGi. Let v = vi+1. Suppose Adj(i; v)\ A1 6= ; and let j be the minimumindex such that Adj(i; v)� A1 [ � � � [Aj .10



Since that the algorithm does not end with indif = false, Aj \N(i; A1) 6= ; and A1 [ � � � [ Aj�1 � Adj(i; v).We will examine the cases that occur according to the tests performedin the algorithm.Case 1: Aj � Adj(i; v).Then A1 [ � � � [ Aj = Adj(i; v). This implies that two vertices x; ydistinct from v are twins in Gi if and only if they are twins in Gi+1.Hence, there will be no changes in the current classes, except for thepossible inclusion of v in one of them.If there exists w 2 A1 such that N(i; w) = N(i; v), then v and ware twins in Gi+1, and they must be in the same element of the cliquepartition of Gi+1. Hence, (A1 [ fvg; A2; : : : ; Al) is an indi�erence orderfor G0i+1.If v is not twin with vertices of A1, then it is not twin with any othervertex. Indeed, while Adj(i; v)� N(i; A1), all other vertices have neigh-bors outside N(i; A1). For this reason, v must start a new class by itself,which should be placed near A1 to satisfy the consecutive requirementfor the maximal clique fvg[A1[� � �[Aj of Gi+1. Then, (fvg; A1; : : : ; Al)is an indi�erence order for G0i+1.Case 2: Aj 6� Adj(i; v).In this case, class Aj must be split. Its elements will no longer be alltwins in Gi+1, since some of them meet v while others don't. Let B =Aj\Adj(i; v) and C = Aj nAdj(i; v). Then Adj(i; v) = A1[� � �[Aj�1[Band fvg[A1[� � �[B is a maximal clique of Gi+1. The new classes B andC will replace Aj in the order, with B closer to A1 because of v's maximalclique. Hence, (fvg; A1; : : : ; B; C; Aj+1; : : : ; Al) is an indi�erence orderfor the reduced graph of Gi.If we suppose Adj(i; v)\ A1 = ;, the proof is analogous. 26 Linear-time implementationLet n and m be the number of vertices and the number of edges ofthe input graph G, respectively. The algorithm proposed in Section 411



basically consists of a lexBFS followed by a loop whose body is executedat most n � 1 times.It is well-known that a lexBFS can be performed in O(n +m) time[12]. Thus, it remains to show how to implement the loop so that thesame time bound applies. This will be done by showing that each iter-ation consumes O(1+ jAdj(v)j), where v is the vertex tentatively addedin this iteration. (The \1+ : : :" accounts for control operations.) Addingup for all iterations, this gives O(n+m).We begin with the description of the structure used to represent theequivalence classes A1; : : : ; Al. Each set Ar is represented by a doublylinked list of the vertices it contains, in arbitrary order. Pointers tothe list heads are then stored on another doubly linked list, with thesets appearing in indi�erence order. We need doubly linked lists to beable to do deletions in constant time. We also keep track of the car-dinality of Adj(i; v) inside each class Ar. In addition, the number ofclasses contained in each one of the two outer cliques is computed. Toaccomplish that, we just need a variable b (for beginning) indicating thatA1 [ A2 [ : : : [ Ab = N(A1), the maximal clique containing A1, and avariable e (for end) indicating that Ae [ : : : [ Al�1 [ Al = N(Al), themaximal clique containing Al.We are now ready to show how to implement the i-th iteration, whichprocesses vertex v. Initially, all neighbors of v already in the structureare marked. This takes O(1 + jAdj(v)j). When a vertex is marked, acounter for marked vertices in its class is incremented. These countersmust start with zero for each iteration. We will denote by mr the valueof this counter for class Ar.Call a class clean if none of its vertices is marked, and saturated ifall its elements are marked. Classes with both marked and unmarkedvertices are called mixed. These concepts refer to the current iterationonly. It is easy to express these states by means of the counters: \Ar isclean" is equivalent to mr = 0, \Ar is saturated" to mr = jArj, and soon. The test Adj(i; v) \ A1 6= ; is equivalent to m1 6= 0, and can bedone in constant time. For the remaining conditions, we will assume12



that m1 6= 0. Otherwise we check the opposite end of the structure inan analogous manner.We examine the counters for classes A1; A2; : : : in this order, stoppingwhen at least one of the following conditions is met:1. we reach an unsaturated class (that is, either clean or mixed.)2. we reach class Ab.Let k be the last class examined. We claim that v can be successfullyadded to the structure if and only if k = j, where j is de�ned as in thealgorithm. To see this, observe that the condition Aj \ N(i; A1) = ;means b < j, which implies k < j, since k � b. The other conditiontested in the algorithm, namely, A1[A2 [� � �[Aj�1 6� Adj(i; v), impliesk � j � 1. In either case, we have k < j. On the other hand, k isclearly not greater than j. If k 6= j, this is because k < j, that is, anunsaturated class orAb is reached before all marked classes are examined,which implies one of the conditions tested in the algorithm.Since we don't compute j, it is impossible to test equality to k di-rectly. However, it is easy to see that k = j is equivalent to the testablecondition kXr=1mr = jAdj(i; v)jNote that at most jAdj(v)j classes are examined, staying within theallowed time bound. Also, during the examining phase, we can resetcounters m1; m2; : : : ; mk to zero, preparing them for the next iteration.If v is added successfully, k = j and those are the only counters modi�edin this iteration. If k 6= j, the loop will stop and the graph will berejected anyway, so we don't have to worry about future iterations.Finally, we need to specify how the structure update is done whenv is added. The test Aj � Adj(i; v) is equivalent to mk = jAkj (recallthat k = j.) If this is true, the test \9w 2 A1 with N(i; v) = N(i; w)" isequivalent to k = b. Adding a vertex to a class or creating a new singletonclass are easily accomplished in constant time, as well as updating thecardinality counters. The potential problem here is splitting a mixed13



class in two, one containing the marked and the other the unmarkedvertices. However, this can be done with the following trick. Each timea vertex is marked, it is transferred to the beginning of the list for itsclass. This way, when we need to split a class Ar, we know that the�rst mr elements are the ones adjacent to v. This is a convenient wayof marking vertices without using an extra bit �eld. It also obviates theneed to clear the marks: zeroing the counter automatically does this.A last remark concerns updating the outer clique indicators b ande. Except in the case when v is added to an existing class, b receivesthe value k + 1, reecting the new outer clique. Variable e is updatedanalogously when v is adjacent to Al instead of A1.7 ConclusionsTo the best of our knowledge, no algorithm for proper interval graphrecognition has been published yet. The algorithm presented here iseasy to understand, runs in linear time, and is capable of producing allindi�erence orders for the graph.Interval graphs have been studied extensively, and various optimiza-tion problems can be solved in polynomial time for this class [3]. Whenrestricted to proper interval graphs, these problems may admit simplerand/or faster algorithmic solutions. One such example is to �nd the min-imum bandwidth [9]. It would be interesting to study these problems.We are not convinced that the known algorithms for interval graphrecognition are the best possible. The MPQ-tree algorithm is still com-plicated, and it is not clear how to get all consecutive clique arrange-ments with Simon's approach. We are currently working on extendingtwo other recognition algorithms for proper interval graphs to intervalgraphs. These algorithms probably will yield simpler algorithms thanthe ones known to date. 14
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